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Blight Domain Spells
Cleric Level Spells
 1st inflict wounds, read the dead
 3rd decrepitude, grave wind
 5th hellfire, vampiric touch
 7th  blight, boneskin
 9th  antilife shell, mark of decay

CLERIC
The Scharde Islands are home to many faiths, from the 
worship of mainland gods such as Morrow and Thamar to 
the primal rituals of Devourer and Dhunian worshippers. 
But within the Nightmare Empire, only one faith may be 
practiced openly: that of Lord Toruk, Father of All Dragons. 
Granted potent abilities by the Dragonfather’s corrupting 
influence, Toruk’s blighted clerics guide the Nightmare 
Empire’s motley population in revering their dragon god.

DIVINE DOMAINS
At 1st level, a cleric gains the Divine Domain feature. The 
following Blight domain is available to a cleric, in addition to 
those offered in Iron Kingdoms: Requiem.

some larger plan known only to Toruk. The Dragonfather’s 
servants are dedicated to him completely, and every deed they 
do is directed toward increasing his power in the world.

DOMAIN SPELLS
You gain domain spells at the cleric levels listed in the Blight 
Domain Spells table. See the Divine Domain class feature for 
how domain spells work. The names of new spells described 
in chapter 3 are set in bold.

BONUS PROFICIENCIES
When you chose this domain at 1st level, your blight-infused 
presence disgusts and terrifies others. You gain proficiency in 
the Intimidation skill. In addition, you gain proficiency with 
heavy armor.

MOCKERY OF LIFE
Beginning at 1st level, you can target undead creatures 
with healing spells and heal them just as you would 
living creatures.

CHANNEL DIVINITY:  
AURA OF CORRUPTION
Beginning at 2nd level, you can use your Channel Divinity to 
summon the blight of Toruk to flow around you in a swirling 
miasma for 1 minute.

As an action, you present your holy symbol and corrupt 
an area for a number of rounds equal to your cleric level. 
Each living creature within 30 feet of you with up to fewer 
Hit Dice than your Cleric level immediately begins to wither 
and takes 1d6 necrotic damage at the start of each of its 
turns. Plant life within the affected area dies. Each creature 
that starts its turn within the affected area must make a 
Constitution save against your spell save DC or be poisoned 
while within your putrid aura. 

Undead creatures within the aura of corruption have 
advantage on saving throws against any effect that 
turns undead. 

DESECRATION
At 6th level, the corruption that surrounds you causes your 
flesh to rot and decay. Sores and seeping pustules appear on 
your body, and your flesh occasionally sloughs off in wet 
sheets as the blighted energies strengthen. In addition, this 
aura of contamination has grown so strong that it begins to 
affect even nonliving matter.

Once per day, you can manipulate the blight inside you to 
form a sphere of contamination, centered on a point you can 

Blight Domain Features
Cleric Level Feature
 1st Mockery of Life
 2nd Channel Divinity: Aura of Corruption
 6th Desecration
 8th Blighted Strike
 17th Blightborne

Other Domains of the Dragonfather
Lord Toruk’s greatest gift to his worshippers is the power of his 
pervasive blight, but as a living god, he embodies many other 
aspects as well. In addition to the Blight domain, any domain 
that involves darkness, death, power, or ambition would be 
appropriate for priests of the Dragonfather.

BLIGHT DOMAIN
Blight is the most potent and pervasive marker of Lord 
Toruk’s presence. This dragonborne malady, which perverts 
and corrupts flesh, flora, fauna, and even the earth itself, 
permeates all things in Cryx and makes a mockery of all 
creation. Such a powerful force is naturally the primary 
focus for the priests of Toruk. In exchange for a fragment 
of this corrupting power, they allow their bodies to become 
twisted and mutated, their minds filled only with the dark 
song that calls out from the Dragonfather to their broken and 
screaming souls.

Countless numbers of Toruk’s clerics remain within the 
halls of his tremendous chapel-citadel in Skell, keeping 
as close as they dare to his wasting presence as they 
sing his praises, but many venture out into the world to 
spread his corruption in ways both direct and subtle. The 
Dragonfather’s clerics are rarely seen in the open on the 
mainland because their corrupting presence gives them 
away quickly, but some operate there in secret, whether 
moving through the hive-tunnels of their cephalyx allies or 
masquerading as minor functionaries in human cities. The 
mere presence of a powerful blight-infested cleric in a town 
is occasionally enough to disrupt crops and trade in pursuit of 
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